MEETING:

MHLAC

LOCATION:

oneHealth conference room

PRESENT:

MEETING DATE:

8/26/15

5:00 pm

CHAIRPERSON:
Carla Bichler
Diana Seleg, Patty Phillips, Scott Rapson, Roseann Raschkow, Vanessa James, Jean Duhaime, Jeanne Vetch

TOPIC

DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

Open/Old Business

Registration for the walk: Patty Phillips, Jo Meindinger
Pizza Patrol: Diana Seleg, Cindy Radue
T-shirt, brochure, give away table: Kathleen Kaiser, Antonia Klein
Logistics: Mark Bichler, Scott Kaiser
Medical Support: David Kaiser, Charlie Phillips
MC: Scott Rapson

OOTD Walk

MEETING TIME:

T-shirts arrived but they do not have the sponsors on the back. Sheri
Cole is aware and is speaking with the company who printed them.
Beads, tattoos and pins arrived as ordered.
Jason DeShaw will be in Nashville in September but wants to come
to MC the week of Oct 5th. Scott R. will check with the school
calendar committee and set up a day when the entire HS and
possibly JH can attend at 2 pm.
Discussion re entertainment/speaker: Jean D. will talk to her husb.
To see if he would be interested in speaking at the walk. Scott will
check with the high school band dept. to find out if there are any
young musicians that would like to entertain us that day.
Pizza has been ordered by Kathleen K.
Carla will check with Kathleen to find out if the water, ice has been
asked about yet.
There are plenty of paper products leftover from previous events to
cover the event.

ACTION

Provide talking points
for day of walk to
Scott

Timeline

Carla
September
th
9

RSVP is donating the leftover brownies from the fair. There are 5
dozen in Betty Vail’s freezer. Several of the MHLAC members at the
meeting stated they would provide cookies or bars also. Carla will
bring coffee.
Patty Phillips will contact EMI re the recyclable containers.
The group thought it would be nice to have the LTMC kids carry the
banner again this year at the beginning of the walk.

Scott will talk to the
kids about carrying
the banner

Carla is working with the city and AFSP for the liability ins.
Several people took posters after the meeting to put up in places
around town that have not received one yet.
Vanessa J. agreed to take care of the social media campaign for the
event.
Jean Duhaime provided a PR update: Rose R. agreed to do a letter
to the editor the week of September 7th. The group voted
unanimously to pay KATL $50.00 for radio spots/air time. Jean will
provide the info to them. There will be spots about the walk, our
thank you to the community afterwards and upcoming movie in Oct.
We will still put a thank you in the paper after the walk. Carla will
email Jean D. the church email addresses that she has.
Carla will ask about the AFSP video tomorrow on the AFSP state
call.

New Business
Survivor Day Event

Powderpuff Football

Community Foundation

Jean D. has secured the conference room at
EMCMHC for Sat. Nov. 21st. A time has not been
announced by AFSP yet.
Diana S. provided info re the powderpuff football game for
awareness for both domestic violence and breast cancer.
Teams are being formed by CNADA and oneHealth.
Patty Phillips provided an update. The advisory group is

Game will be Sat.
th
Oct. 10 , Conner
Field at 4:30 pm.

9/9/15

working on a mission statement and has heard from the MT
Foundation and the Billings Foundation. More info to come.

Jeanne V. provided a
treasurer’s report

We have $6512.39 in the checking account.

Blue Jasmine will be playing
at MCC tomorrow night, 6:30
pm.

Next Meeting
Meeting Adjourned

Wed. September 9th, 5 pm, oneHealth conference room, 3rd floor VA

